
Optimize Your Organization's End User
Computing Infrastructure with These Proven
Strategies

In today's fast-paced business environment, ensuring a robust end user
computing infrastructure is essential for organizations to maintain productivity and
meet the evolving needs of their employees. Without a well-managed and
efficient infrastructure, businesses risk falling behind their competitors and
struggling to keep up with the demands of the digital age.

The Importance of Managing End User Computing Infrastructure

End user computing infrastructure refers to the combination of hardware,
software, and systems that enable employees to interact with and utilize
technology within an organization. It includes everything from desktops and
laptops to virtualization solutions and mobile devices.
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Advancements in technology have led to increased expectations from employees,
who now demand access to their work applications and data from anywhere, at
any time. A well-managed end user computing infrastructure allows organizations
to provide this flexibility while ensuring security, scalability, and efficiency.

Here are some key benefits of effective end user computing infrastructure
management:

Enhanced Productivity: A well-optimized infrastructure allows employees to
stay focused on their work without worrying about technology glitches or slow
performance.

Improved Security: With the ever-increasing threat of cyberattacks,
managing and securing user devices, data, and applications is crucial for
protecting sensitive organizational information.

Cost Savings: By streamlining and standardizing infrastructure
management processes, organizations can reduce costs associated with
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troubleshooting, maintenance, and software updates.

Scalability and Flexibility: A well-designed infrastructure enables
organizations to scale effortlessly as their workforce grows and can adapt to
accommodate new technological advancements.

Deploying a Successful End User Computing Infrastructure

Now that we understand the importance of managing end user computing
infrastructure, let's explore key strategies for deploying a successful infrastructure
within your organization:

1. Define Your Requirements

Before embarking on any infrastructure project, it's essential to clearly define your
organization's requirements. Determine the hardware and software specifications,
the number of users, the need for remote access, and any industry-specific
compliance requirements.

2. Choose the Right Technology Stack

Selecting the appropriate technology stack for your end user computing
infrastructure is critical. Evaluate different vendors and solutions, considering
factors such as compatibility with existing systems, security features, scalability,
and user experience.

3. Implement Robust Security Measures

Security should be at the forefront of any infrastructure deployment. Implement
multi-factor authentication, encryption, and regular security audits to safeguard
your organization's data and protect against potential threats.

4. Standardize Processes and Applications



Standardizing processes and applications across your infrastructure ensures
consistency and simplifies management. Use tools such as mobile device
management (MDM) and desktop management software to enforce policies and
control access to applications and data.

5. Regularly Monitor and Update

Continuous monitoring and proactive maintenance are crucial for maintaining a
healthy end user computing infrastructure. Regularly update software, patch
vulnerabilities, and proactively identify and resolve issues to minimize disruptions
and ensure optimal performance.

6. Provide Training and Support

Invest in training programs to empower employees and optimize their utilization of
the infrastructure. Provide ongoing technical support to address any concerns or
issues faced by the end users.

A well-managed and efficient end user computing infrastructure is vital for
organizations looking to remain competitive in today's digital landscape. By
defining requirements, choosing the right technology stack, implementing robust
security measures, standardizing processes, and providing training and support,
businesses can optimize their infrastructure to match the evolving needs of their
employees.

Remember, managing and deploying the end user computing infrastructure is an
ongoing process that requires continuous evaluation, learning, and adaptation. By
embracing these strategies and staying up-to-date with technological
advancements, organizations can ensure their infrastructure remains a powerful
asset in achieving their business goals.
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Effectively implement features and components for any computing environment

Key Features

Explore the latest features of VMware Horizon 7.7

Virtualize your desktop infrastructure using new features introduced in
Horizon

Implement App Volumes and User Environment Manager in your
infrastructure

Book Description
This third edition of Implementing VMware Horizon 7.7 has been updated to get
you up to speed with VMware Horizon 7.7 by showing you how to use its key
features and deploying an end-user computing infrastructure for your own
organization.
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The book begins by guiding you on how to deploy all the core requirements for a
VMware Horizon infrastructure. It then moves on to show you how to provision
and administer end-user computing resources using VMware Horizon. You’ll not
only be able to deploy the core VMware Horizon features, but you’ll also be able
to implement new features, such as the Just-in-Time Management Platform
(JMP) and the Horizon Console. You’ll also focus on the latest features and
components of the Horizon platform and learn when and how they are used.

By the end of the book, you will have developed a solid understanding of how
your organization can benefit from the capabilities VMware Horizon offers and
how each of its components is implemented.

What you will learn

Work with the different products that make up VMware Horizon

Implement a multi-site VMware Horizon Pod using the Cloud Pod
Architecture feature

Deploy and configure VMware Horizon’s optional components

Implement and maintain Microsoft RDSH, Horizon Linux, and Windows
Desktop Pools and RDSH Application Pools

Configure and manage Horizon remotely using PowerCLI

Learn about the Microsoft Windows Group Policy templates for Horizon

Understand how to manage the SSL certificates for each of the VMware
Horizon components

Who this book is for
If you’re a system administrator, solutions architect, or desktop engineer looking
to level up your skills working with VMware's Horizon ecosystem and want to



build a successful deployment strategy for desktops and applications, this book is
for you.
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